How can we collaborate to achieve Environmental Sustainability Targets?
Aviation Net Zero Roadmap: How can the industry collaboratively and effectively achieve the environmental sustainability targets?

- Africa as a continent is bearing the brunt of Climate Change impacts significantly affecting its people and economy without being a net contributor. The Aviation sector is no exception and lacks investment interest to build both resilience and sustainable operational capacity whilst optimising environmental social governance (ESG).

- African Aviation Actors are urgently required to adopt innovative and sustainable initiatives to fully realize positive economic, social, and environmental outcomes to be part of a rapidly evolving global economy and advanced aviation industry whilst committing to the UN Sustainable Development Goals and decarbonisation targets.

- To secure their existence and the finance to support investment there is URGENT need to bring all African Airports into the Sustainability Challenge Family. Only through working together on solutions that will ensure sustainable growth and optimal environmental performance will Africa develop its capacity to meet ever growing traffic demand.
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